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Edison Chouest Offshore (ECO) will
complete its 60th vessel for deepwater
operations this month, a number including
platform supply vessels (PSV) and anchor
handling vessels (AHTS).  The sixtieth vessel,
M/V C-HERO, is the last of a series of five
260’ vessels with 3,500 tons of deadweight
cargo capacity.  ECO owns and operates
122 offshore vessels of all types, including 62
certified dynamically positioned (DP) vessels.

Deliveries for the second half of 2002
include: one 260’ PSV, one 280’ PSV, one
348’ AHTS, and one 165’ fast supply
vessel (FSV).  The 348’ AHTS,  M/V LANEY
CHOUEST, will have 30,000 HP and will
be one of the largest offshore vessels in the
world.  The 280’ PSV will have in excess of
4,500 tons of deadweight cargo capacity
and will be the first of six vessels with the
same capacity.  All six of the 280’ vessels

will be delivered prior to the end of 2003.  
All vessels, except the 165’ aluminum

FSV, will have dynamic positioning systems
certified to ABS DP-2 requirements.  “All of
our deepwater vessels have redundancy
features in excess of DP certification
requirements,” said company President and
CEO Gary Chouest.  “ECO has developed
these redundancy requirements in
cooperation with customers owning
deepwater structures that are concerned
about vessel impacts to those structures.”  To
date, ECO “TLP (tension leg platform)
certified” vessels have made over 3,500
successful approaches to TLP structures in the
Gulf of Mexico.

ECO’s 260’ and 280’ PSVs belong to
the company’s third generation of offshore
supply vessels built specifically for deepwater
operations.  “Being a provider of shared

vessel services and scheduled runs at our C-
Logistics affiliate, has given us insight into the
optimum design for a PSV”, says company VP
Laney Chouest.  “We have designed these
vessels along with our port facilities to be part
of a total system to optimize cargo movement
efficiency. Customers that load and unload at
C-Port under the guidance of C-Logistics
experience logistics costs savings in the 30 to
40% range when compared to traditional
dedicated vessel services.”  In addition to the
above mentioned drilling support vessels,
ECO is building three 145’ deepwater
production support vessels.

Edison Chouest Offshore is a diversified
offshore marine service provider with in-
house shipbuilding capacity at two
shipyards, port services in Fourchon and
Galveston through its C-Port affiliates, and
value-added logistics services at its 
C-Logistics affiliate. The company’s fleet
presently numbers 122 offshore vessels with
an additional 14 under construction.

The winches for the LANEY CHOUEST are transported to North American Shipbuilding on April
16, 2002.  Towed by two Delta Towing tugs, the barge passes in front of the Edison Chouest
Offshore corporate office in Galliano.

The bow of the LANEY CHOUEST, under
construction at NAS in Larose.



Sealand Mechanical, Inc., a mechanical contractor located in
Houma, LA and licensed to do business in six states, was
acquired by Edison Chouest Offshore at the end of February
2002.  The company was founded by Sam Sanderson in 1985
and currently has 48 employees at its office complex at 1747
Grand Caillou Road in Houma.  From this central location,
industrial, commercial, marine and supermarket heating, air
conditioning and refrigeration, and heating and ventilation systems
are designed and processed for offsite installation.

“This acquisition complements our overall operations,” said
ECO President Gary Chouest.  “The services and products
Sealand provide are a vital part of vessel operations, especially in
south Louisiana.  It is extremely important to have someone to
service and maintain these systems.”

Sealand currently maintains a work balance of 50% offshore
and marine and 50% commercial, industrial, and institutional land-
based work.

“We are proud to have
serviced ECO’s vessels and
buildings with air
conditioning and
refrigeration since we
began,” said Sanderson,
who currently serves as

Sealand’s general manager.  “We’re pleased that Mr. Chouest is
allowing us to expand our operations in all work areas, not just in
the marine field.  This diversification allows us to remain busy
constantly and keep our employee count stable.”

Sealand has a fully staffed service department specializing in
commercial, industrial, offshore, and supermarket HVAC and
refrigeration.  The technicians are capable of handling a wide
range of equipment including chilled and hot water systems,
commercial refrigeration, supermarket rack systems, walk-in coolers
and freezers, ice makers, blast freezers, heat pumps, and boilers.
They are required to participate in continuing education programs
on a regular basis.

HSE UPDATEHEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENTAL

MEDIC’S  CORNER
With the summer heat upon us, we would like to remind everyone to 

take extra care during these days of extreme heat and humidity.  The body may
be unable to cool itself through sweating alone, and serious heat illnesses may
result.  The following chart may help to serve as a guideline for heat related
ailments, their symptoms, and corresponding treatment.

Heat Cramps: Muscular cramps from exercise or exertion.  To treat, sit in a
cool area and drink water to replace lost fluids and stretch the affected muscle.

Heat Exhaustion: Symptoms may include weakness or exhaustion,
dizziness and faintness.  Skin will be pale and may be cool, temperature will be
elevated, and heart rate may be increased.  To treat, sit in a cool area, fan
individual, loosen or remove clothing, and have them drink water slowly to
replace lost fluids.  Raise their legs 6-8 inches.

Heat Stroke: May not recognize family members or know what day it is
(general confusion).  Skin will be red, hot and dry, with an elevated temperature.  This
person will need immediate medical attention.  Call for help (911), use wet sheets,
fanning, and apply ice to neck, armpits and groin.  Loosen or remove clothing.

Overheating for Children and Infants: The immediate use of a cool
water bath and applying water with a towel to the tops of their heads will
reduce body temperature quickly.

Using the correct sunscreen (according to directions) and some form of
headwear will help you have a safe and enjoyable summer.

Remember, the signs and symptoms listed above may not be evident and
are only listed as a guide.  This information does not replace the need for any
treatment from a health care provider. 

ECO Approved For Dynamic
Positioning Courses

On May 2, 2002, Edison Chouest
Offshore became only the fifth approved
training center in the United States (and the
only one outside of Houston, Texas) to teach
Basic and Advanced Dynamic Positioning (DP)
courses.  Furthermore, ECO became only the
15th training center in the world approved to
teach those particular courses.

Prior to ECO’s approval, the only other
approved U.S. centers were Nautronix,
Alstom, Diamond Offshore Drilling Services,
and Kongsberg Simrad, all located in
Houston, Texas.  

According to ECO Training Manager
Chad Hebert, the Basic Operator Course and
the Advanced Simulator Course are both 40-
hour, 5-day courses and are limited to six
students per class.  The basic course utilizes
the Kongsberg SDP 11 software and the
advanced course is taught using the
Kongsberg SDP 21 software.

The classes are approved for either a
limited license or unlimited license, depending
on the class of vessel that the student receives
his/her onboard experience on.

ECO’s four approved instructors are Capt.
Robert Morrison, Capt. Eric Verdin, Capt.
Kevin LeBouef and Capt. Jim Henshaw.

ECO Acquires Sealand Mechanical

Helpful Hints for Beating the Summer Heat



ISO 14001

ISO 14001 Environmental Certification 
What is it and why should I care?
ISO 14001 Environmental Certification 
What is it and why should I care?
“We did not inherit the earth from our
forefathers, we are borrowing it from our
children.” – Chief Dan George

Does it aggravate you to see someone
throw trash out alongside the highway, in
your yard, or in the bayou? 

Do you worry about the effects of
asbestos in school buildings on your children?

While acid rain and thinning of the ozone
layer may not be high on your current list of
concerns, their effects may have serious
consequences for our future generations.

Organizations across the country are
increasingly concerned about achieving
sound environmental performance by
controlling the impact of their activities on the
environment. ISO14001 is an international
environmental standard that will enable the
company to assess the effectiveness of our
environmental policies and demonstrate our
commitment to the community.

What you can do to help!
• ECO has an electronics collection station

in the warehouse to recycle old electronic
office equipment (computers, typewriters,
fax machines, etc.).

• There is a weekly community trash pick
up to recycle paper, aluminum and
plastics.

• Most old batteries can be recycled at the
retailer.

• Used oil can be taken to your local Wal-
Mart for recycling. (It must be in a closed
container.)

• Keep air-conditioning filters clean.
• Set your thermostat on 72 degrees.
• Turn off lights, TVs and stereos when not

in use.
• Old grass clippings can be used for

compost.

WHAT IS IS0 14001?
ISO 14001 is a series of

standards containing the specifics
for developing and implementing a
rigorous environmental
management system.  While
participation today is voluntary, in
the future ISO 14001 will be
required for all serious and
progressive companies.  ECO is
adopting ISO 14001 standards
NOW.

WHO CREATED ISO 14001?
ISO 14001 standards were

developed by the International
Organization for Standardization
(ISO), a group responsible for the
development of a wide variety of
worldwide standards.

WHAT ISO 14001 MEANS FOR ECO
ECO MUST…

Define an environmental policy that includes a commitment
to continual improvement, pollution prevention, and regulatory
compliance.

Establish and maintain documented environmental
objectives and targets.

Establish an environmental management program which
includes means and time frames for achieving environmental
objectives and targets.

Appoint an environmental management representative who
will report to top management.

Create and implement a program to train employees on all
appropriate aspects of ISO 14001.

Establish documented procedures for monitoring and
measuring key operational characteristics and activities which
impact the environment.

Maintain a periodic audit program to ensure that ECO’s
environmental management system conforms to ISO 14001.

If you have any questions, call Zachary Gisclair, ECO’s Environmental
Coordinator at (985) 632-1772.

WHAT ISO 14001 MEANS FOR ECO EMPLOYEES
Confidence…that all services and operations performed by

ECO are handled according to the highest standards in the
industry and that ECO is a company committed to excellence.

Constant improvements…ISO standards require ECO to
continually improve and search for better waste reduction
technologies.  These constant improvements will ensure that ECO
will keep pace with our commitment to the environment.

Peace of mind…because of ECO’s commitment, all
operations are properly conducted, thus reducing the chance of
an environmental catastrophe.

Improved public understanding and confidence…because
the high standards associated with ISO 14001 are voluntary,
community groups will have more confidence that operations and
any waste generated are being handled properly.

ECO is the company you can count on…the proper
management and improvement of our operations are very
important to you, us, and the environment.  We hope that this
voluntary step to even higher ISO 14001 performance standards
will merit your trust in our company.  We believe it is proof
positive of our commitment to our industry, the environment, and to
you, our employees.

ECO Leads The Industry . . .ECO Leads The Industry . . .



Herbert Ballard
Hobart Key
Jose Ramos
Neely Gray
Dannon Weisner
Andy Sausa

FAST SPIRIT (2 YEARS)
Donald Royer
Robert Ellis
Timothy Thibodeaux
Ernie Dilbert
Leroy Ray
Mario Martinez

EDISON CHOUEST 
(1 YEAR)

Gillis Danos
Billy Duet
Adam Gautreaux
Virgil Sones
Timothy Cantrelle
Stephen Darby
Louis Sackman
David Herbert
Steve Brown
Terry Jackson
Charlie Hearon
Gregory Brown
Steve Schram
Pablo Chavez
Wesley Todd
Brady Authement

Ronald Shaneyfelt
Joe Loya
Frederick Edgeworth
Marzette Snowden

GECO ORION 
(1 YEAR)

John Howe
Glen Doucet
Mike Dorstewitz
Tony Mooney
Casey Downing
Richardo Gonzales
Diosdado Villas
Roberto Pagunsan
Nemesios Abener
Reynaldo Telic

Jose Bacinillo
Diones Dasoy
Joseph Dublin
Elbert Patricio
Michael Rowe
Allen Ismael
Wendilyn Ambrocio
Romulo Lachica
Anthony Cariscal
Romeo Agonias
Roel Pagunsan
Dennis Parce
Ritzel Patricio
Kirk Azcuna
Louie Gallardo
Roberto Tamayo
Rueil Rogando
Roniel Fernandez

BP VESSELS

CHOUEST VESSELS

ECO

ECO vessels currently on charter to 
BP were recently honored for the number
of years each has worked without a
recordable incident.  Pictured are crew
members of the C-PIONEER, honored for
one year without a recordable incident.
Pictured in the top row (left to right) are:
AB Brine Croker, Mate William Beritiech,
Engineer Brian Gammon, Cook Vance
Ponticelli, Mate Robert Bailey and Oiler
James McKean.  Pictured in the middle
row are AB Irvin Vergin, OS Efrain Santos,
Engineer Charles Erich, QMED Gregory
Sallee, Operations Coordinator Monty
Eymard and Operations Manager
Shannon Doucet.  In front with the plaque
is Relief Captain Michael Hocks. Not
pictured are Captain Jody Chiasson, Mate
Julius Falgout, Engineer Phillip Killian, OS
Dale Phillips and AB Lillian Chiasson. 

Additional vessels qualifying for the
bonus include:

FAST CAJUN (4 YEARS)
Paul Gallop
William Hawkes
Anthony Omes
Jeff Clark
Marske Van Noble
Justin Naquin

C-COURAGEOUS (3 YEARS)
Tom Cheshire
James Bryant
Lawrence Southall
Scott Quibodeaux
Frank Champagne
Mark Allen
Preston Sampely
Ryan Rodrigue
Jeremy Johnson
Jason Pierce
Fernando Martinez
Lawson Baily
Paula Danos

FAST SURVEYOR (2 YEARS)
Corey Johnson
Joseph Stickler

The C-PIONEER is launched in January 2001 at North
American Fabricators in Houma.



Edison Chouest Offshore’s international reach is felt in
Nigeria with several utility vessels traversing the Atlantic
Ocean waters in the Gulf of Guinea.  ECO maintains
offices in the Dolphin Housing Estates in Lagos and offers
office space in Port Harcourt to the southeast.

IN THE NEWS ECO
ECO’S NIGERIAN FLEET

M/V C-TITAN working for Global Industries.

Captain Douglas Berkheiser,
base manager.

Captain Edward Abbott with crew of 
M/V C-TITAN.

Captain Glenn Johnson with crew on M/V GALE CHOUEST.

The crew of M/V ILE-IFE.

M/V GALE CHOUEST working for Chevron Nigeria.

M/V JULIEN CHOUEST working for Mobil Producing Nigeria 

M/V ILE-IFE working for Mobil
Producing Nigeria.

Port Harcourt office staff (Left to right): 
Deputy MD Yuletide Ifode, Secretary
Edirin Aggreh, Port Captain Friday
Nwankwo, Accounts Assistant Brenda
Asuquo, and Base Accountant 
Inemesit Akpan. ECO Nigerian Fleet maintenance crew.



CHOUEST VESSELS

AMY CHOUEST
The crew of M/V AMY CHOUEST includes:  Captains Marty

Gisclair and Charles Childers; Relief Captain Martin Davis; Oilers
Michael Fonseca and Matthew Boudreaux; Engineers Terry Niel, Jr.
and Daniel Barr; AB Damen Dufrene; Riggers Wilson Miranda, Curtis
Dillon, Christopher Horne and Luther Allen; Cooks Rachel Levron and
Gail Rowell; and Deckhand Rousseau Dardar.

CAROLYN CHOUEST
This spring the crew of the CAROLYN CHOUEST, a 238-ft.

deep submergence vehicle support vessel, assisted in surveying
the wreckage site of the USS MONITOR.  The first ironclad
warship constructed during the Civil War, the USS MONITOR
was powered by steam alone and was the first American warship
with no masts and sails.  

The historic warship was launched in Greenpoint, New York
in January 1862.  After one famous battle with the CSS VIRGINIA

in March 1862, the MONITOR sank in a gale
off of Cape Hatteras, North Carolina on
December 31, 1862.  Although its career was
short, the U.S. Navy built more than 60
“monitor-type” vessels during the Civil War.  

The vessel remained frozen in time below
the waters of the Atlantic for more than a century
until the discovery of the wreckage in 1974.
NOAA and the U.S. Navy have mounted
several expeditions to the site in recent years to
survey the damage and to recover the
MONITOR’s  30-ton steam engine and various
other artifacts.  

Mission 205 this March included the first
ever complete side-looking sonar (SLS) and
photo mosaic surveys of this historic wreck. 
The NR-1, a U.S. Navy submarine, was

released with the assistance of the CAROLYN CHOUEST in the
vicinity of the USS MONITOR wreckage site, 16 nautical miles
off of Cape Hatteras in 210 feet of water.

After an initial safety survey of the wreck site, Dr. John
Broadwater, the manager of the MONITOR National Marine
Sanctuary, was brought onboard along with Jeff Johnston of NOAA.
Extensive video and SLS surveys were conducted as this presented
researchers their last opportunity to survey the intact wreck before
the MONITOR’s famed turret was removed this summer.

May 14, 2002
TO:  Crew of M/V AMY CHOUEST
FROM: Gary Chouest

RE:  Outstanding performance during recent dry-docking of
M/V AMY CHOUEST

Dear Crew:
I write this letter of congratulations to personally thank each and

every one of you on an outstanding effort during the recent dry-
docking of the AMY, including Z drive and painting work.  Your
superior effort in going far above and beyond the call of duty was
recognized by all, greatly appreciated, and reflects very positively
on our company and its high quality of employees.

I am hopeful that other vessels in our company fleet will follow
the outstanding example set by the entire crew of M/V AMY
CHOUEST.  Your work ethic and commitment to excellence is
second to none.

Again, thanks for an outstanding effort that positively promotes
and proudly represents the values of our company.  Congratulations
on a job well done!

Sincerely,
Gary Chouest
President



I am writing as Chief Scientist
on NBP Cruise 2002, which is in
its final day.  This has been a
highly successful cruise; our
accomplishments exceed our most
optimistic projections.  The success
of this cruise is credited in large
part to Captain Joe Borkowski and
the crew of the PALMER.  I have
made several cruises on the
PALMER, and have come to
expect the best from the people
onboard, but somehow during this
cruise they managed to exceed
my high expectations.

The work we do is demanding on those who pilot the ship; we are constantly changing
course in order to follow geological features and often make quick decisions to stop and core
or change our course.  The response from the bridge is always the same, “whatever you
want.”  The mates typically drop by the lab after their shift to see if things went well and to
ask if there is anything they can do to improve data collection.  I never hear complaints.  The
morale of the crew is always high, a tribute to Captain Joe’s style of leadership.  It is clear that
the entire crew respects him.  It is also clear that nothing less than a “can do” and “safety first”
attitude is tolerated.  Where do you find such dedicated people?

The ship is clean and the food is superb.  Indeed the food is too good; I have gained
weight on this cruise.  I have made many cruises to Antarctica, onboard a number of different
vessels.  I have never sailed with better people, been so comfortable, felt so safe, or
accomplished so much as I have on my cruises on the PALMER.

I am not one who is inclined to hold back criticism when it is needed.  But, I honestly
can’t think of anything to complain about, nor constructive criticism.  After many cruises to
Antarctica, I know a good thing when I see it, and the PALMER is a good thing.  You may rest
assured that I will always sing the praises of Edison Chouest whenever the opportunity exists.
Yours is a first class operation.

Sincerely,
John B. Anderson
Maurice Ewing Professor of Oceanography 
Rice University

C-TRACTOR 5
On May 19, 2002, M/V OCEAN CLUB lost steering and power and

subsequently became adrift off the east coast of Florida with 5,000 gallons of diesel
fuel on board.  The crew was safely rescued and the vessel drifted down the coast,
sometimes coming as close as two miles.  The owner was unable to locate a vessel
of sufficient size to tow the OCEAN CLUB and the U.S. Coast Guard began
preparing for a pollution response in anticipation of the vessel washing ashore.

Captain M.M. Rosecrans of the U.S. Coast Guard’s Jacksonville office
contacted Bob Reider who loaded a tow line and prepared the C-TRACTOR 5 to
render assistance.  At 5 p.m. on May 20 the C-TRACTOR 5 took the OCEAN
CLUB in tow and successfully towed the vessel to Mayport, Florida.  

“Without your assistance, M/V OCEAN CLUB would not have been safely
recovered and potentially may have washed ashore causing an inevitable pollution
incident,” said Capt. Rosecrans in a letter to Gary Chouest, dated May 23, 2002.

KELLIE CHOUEST
On May 21, 2002, the USS

DOLPHIN, the U.S. Navy’s only diesel-
electric, deep-diving, research and
development submarine, was working at
the Cortes Bank off the coast of Southern
California.  A fire broke out as the
submarine was on the surface charging its
batteries.  The fire caused the submarine
to lose all electrical power and the
captain ordered the submarine
abandoned.  

A distress call was dispatched to all
naval vessels in the area to pick up the
43 Navy personnel in the water.  Other
vessels were able to rescue those in the
water; the KELLIE CHOUEST was
dispatched to tow or escort the DOLPHIN
back into port.  The KELLIE CHOUEST
arrived at the DOLPHIN’s location the
following day and assisted as an escort
while the 165-ft. submarine was towed
back to its pier in San Diego, California.  

Upon arrival in port, C-TRACTOR 9
and C-TRACTOR 11 were dispatched to
complete the tow until the DOLPHIN was
back safely at its pier.

IN THE NEWS ECO
NATHANIEL B. PALMER



ECO

NAS/NAF N E W S

NAF NEWS
Submitted by Chris VanDerKamp

M/V C-HERO (Hull #217), a 260’ class vessel, is scheduled
for completion and delivery in August 2002.   The vessel
represents the fifth boat of this size we have completed and we
are proud to provide our customer with one of the most
technologically advanced vessels in the world.  Also scheduled
for completion later this year is M/V C-LEADER (Hull #218), the
first boat in a series of 280’ vessels to be built.

On April 10,
2002 we delivered to
Halliburton Energy
Services M/V STIM
STAR III (Hull #215), a
260’ well stimulation
vessel, which will be
operating in the Gulf
of Mexico.  The vessel
is shown at left during

its open house in New Orleans on April 15, 2002.
We also delivered M/V BLUE SHARK (Hull #212) to BJ

Services on April 19, 2002.  Also a 260’ well stimulation
vessel, the boat was built with a combined effort from both North

American Fabricators
and North American
Shipbuilding.  After
successful outfitting,
the vessel made her
voyage to Brazil
where she will be
operating.

NAF EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER
Joseph Parfait

Joseph began his employment at NAF on
November 18, 1996 as an electrician.  The
first vessel he worked on was M/V C-CLIPPER.

On October 1, 2001 he was called to
active duty with the U.S. Army Reserve, being

deployed to Ft. Bragg to assist in the aftermath of the tragedy of
September 11, 2001.  During his active status Joseph stated that
he has witnessed many changes in the way Americans act, and
how they respond to those in uniform.

All of us at NAF are proud of Joseph’s commitment and wish
to thank him for the many difficulties he has had to endure by
being away from his family for such an extended period.  We
pray and wish him a speedy return to his loved ones and to us
here at NAF.  

Regarding his work ethic at the shipyard, his Supervisor
Donnie Trahan said that Joseph is a great person to have as an
employee – he’s very safety-minded and always willing to lend
assistance to others if needed.  

Joseph was quite appreciative of this honor and also wanted
to share his gratitude to everyone who has supported him with
kind thoughts, prayers and best wishes for a safe return home.
Joseph believes in his heart that working for a Chouest company
is a privilege and that the feeling of pride he receives from
knowing our company is committed to its employees and to the
community is overwhelming.  

Joseph and his wife Vicky reside in Houma with their two
children, Brandi, age 9, and Savannah, age four.  They are also
expecting their third child on July 28.

NAS NEWS
Submitted by Bill Underwood

We are presently working on M/V LANEY CHOUEST, a
348’ anchor handling supply vessel for Shell.  This vessel is
scheduled to be completed during the last quarter of this year.
We are also performing hull modifications on the C-SEARCHER
in building five.

We have also recently completed a three-year inspection 
on the GECO PEGASUS, changed the rudders on the JOAN
CHOUEST, and have drydocked the NEW VENTURE, 
C-CONDO, and LOOP LOADER for repairs.

At the Fourchon drydock we have worked on the
C-CONTENDER, C-CLIPPER, C-ADMIRAL, C-RETRIEVER, 
AMY CHOUEST, GARY CHOUEST, LOUISE PROVINE, 
C-CHAMPION, AKIRA CHOUEST, DEEP STIM II, and the 
C-PERFORMER.

NAS EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER
Chad Pinell

Chad began his employment with NAS on
April 25, 1995 as a carpenter with nine years
of experience.  The first vessel that Chad
worked on was the RYAN CHOUEST when it
was being converted and refurbished.  Chad

loves his job at NAS, stating that he is proud to be working for
the best shipyard around.

“He is a very good and hard worker,” stated Jeff Hebert,
Chad’s superintendent.  “He is very dedicated and will drop his
personal plans at night and on weekends if we need him to go
on a road job.  When he is sent on the road he is very
dependable.  He completes the job properly and will go above
and beyond what he is expected to do for his craft.  If needed
he can fit or weld also.”

Chad appreciates the many changes Gary Chouest has
made to benefit his employees, and that’s why he always wears
his “I Care” button.  He also appreciates the commitment to
safety and the latest equipment he has to work with.

Chad and his wife Becky have been married for eight years
and live in Larose with their four-year old daughter Katie.



ECO

International Marine Systems News
Submitted by Phil Breaux, IMS
Engineering Manager

“Win-Win,” that’s our motto.
For electrical controls and
electronic system providers, IMS is
setting the standard. Relative to our

time in business, many companies are getting the word that IMS is
the source for their systems needs. As one new customer stated, “It’s
easy to recognize the cost effectiveness of sourcing multiple
shipboard systems through IMS.  We have bids from over ten other
system providers where IMS out bid them all.”

Employee training continues as we currently have technicians in
Europe and a group that recently returned from Canada. They are
learning specific system integration, installation and service
techniques from the manufacturers of steering systems, power
distribution switchgear, drives and motor control centers. According
to Wes Hill, IMS Service Manager, “reports from the instructors at
each of the training facilities are very good and they were extremely
pleased with our men’s technical abilities and with their willingness
to learn.”  

We also are pleased to announce that IMS is now a
participant of GE Fanuc’s Collaborative Internet Manufacturing, or
“CIMPLICITY” Value Added Reseller program, whereas we now
have access to one of the world’s leading automation packages.
The Cimvar program is designed for System Integrators and OEMs
that use CIMPLICITY products in certain automated control system
applications.

On May 22, 2002, Adrian Rios 
was returning home from his job with
Clean Tank in Port Fourchon.  Just before 
7 p.m., a Ford Thunderbird passed him
and moments later the car overturned into
a canal.  Rios quickly reached the
accident scene along with another
passerby and pulled the 12-year old son
of the car’s driver, Brian Cedatol, from the
wreckage.  The car filled with water due
to the sunroof being open which made the
process even more difficult due to the mud
creating a seal around the doors of the
upside down car.

The young boy alerted Rios to his
father, who was unconscious and trapped
in the car under water, upside down.  
By this time, five employees of North

American Shipbuilding, Richard
Chamberlain, Richard LeBouef, Lance
Dardar, Tony Ross and Cyrus Solar, had
also arrived at the scene and jumped into
the water.  They all worked together to
push the vehicle approximately five feet
from the bank which made the driver’s
side door impossible to open. When Ross
reached him, he had to then cut the seat
belt to pull the man out of the car.  The
man was blue in color, not breathing and
had no pulse.

CPR was administered immediately as
Rios provided the breaths and Dardar the
chest compressions for over 15 minutes.
By the time Cedatol was transported to the
hospital, he began to breathe on his own
and his pulse was regained.  During this

aspect of the rescue, eight additional
Chouest employees arrived on the scene
to assist:  David Becker, Johnny Dubois,
Clint Rainwater, Duy (Kevin) Nguyen,
Dennis Defelice, John Griffin, Jose
Martinez and Casey Brooks.

All of these Chouest employees went
far beyond the call of duty and should be
commended for their heroism.

Harvie Hawthorne, a 22-year veteran of the inland marine
industry, was named the new general manager of Delta Towing on
May 1, 2002.

Hawthorne began working in the industry in 1980 with former
Delta Towing G.M. Bucky Monteiro at Monteiro Towing.  Serving
in various management roles, Hawthorne continued with the
company after its sale to Double Eagle Marine, a subsidiary of
Falcon Towing.  

On January 31, 2001, company officials from Edison Chouest
Offshore, Transocean Sedco Forex and R & B Falcon inked a deal
creating a Gulf of Mexico marine support vessel joint venture, Delta
Towing, LLC.  Hawthorne served as Monteiro’s assistant from
January 2001 until Monteiro’s departure on May 1, 2002.

A native of Beaumont, Texas, Hawthorne moved with his
family to Houma in 1952.  “I was in third grade at the time and
especially close to my parents, so I chose to follow them to
Houma,” he said with a laugh.  Hawthorne and his wife Happy
reside in Houma and are the parents of four sons.

“It’s been a pleasure to work for Gary Chouest,” said
Hawthorne.  “He’s smart, fair and concerned about our business –
you simply can’t ask for more than that out of a boss.”

Hawthorne admits that the first year for Delta Towing featured

HAWTHORNE NAMED NEW GENERAL MANAGER

Chouest Employees Rescue Father, Son From Overturned Vehicle

Pictured are a
number of Delta
Towing employees
who attended the
Secretary’s Day
Crawfish Boil at the
ECO office in
Galliano, LA.

DELTA TOWING NEWS
extensive upgrades to its fleet.  “Mr. Chouest spent a great deal of
money on equipment and vessel upgrades, and it was very
appreciated by all of the Delta employees, I assure you.  He
definitely upgraded the fleet and all of that money and effort is
starting to pay off.”



ECO

TEAM 9 (66)
Kirt Chouest
Roger T. Marquez
Gerald Callais
Les Rodrigue

TEAM 3 (67)
Roger Marquez
Gary Cunningham
Travis Cantrelle
Rob Collins

TEAM 1 (68)
Charlie Comeaux
Darby Bourgeois
Hubert Bass
Albert Falgout

TEAM 2 (68)
Nicky Collins
John Rogers
Harold Dufrene
Louis Lee

TEAM 4 (68)
Don Duet
Mike Cook
Zachary Gisclair
Cory Dufrene

TEAM 8 (68)
Corey Hebert
Jody Bouvier
Allen Berthelot
Kevin LeBlanc

TEAM 7 (69)
Richard Bourque
Wally Naquin
Chad Hebert
Bobby Cantrelle

TEAM 5 (70)
Jace Callais
Leo Bourg
John Rogers, Jr.
Travis Duet

TEAM 6 (73)
Adrian Danos
Hank Dufrene
Chuck Deboisblanc
James Bellanger

ECO Golf Tournament Held
The annual Edison Chouest Offshore Golf Tournament was held

in May.  Here are the results:

Is Freedom Really Free?
By Klayton Coleman

On September 11, 2001, America watched in horror
as an act of terrorism brutally ripped away our peace of
mind.  Until then, I had taken freedom for granted,
assuming it was my right.  This attack made me realize that
freedom sometimes comes at an extreme price.  For some
this price is physical, while others must pay an emotional
price and accept responsibility for our freedom.

For many Americans the price of freedom is physical.
American history is littered with thousands of human lives
that were lost in one war or another.  Men and women
have fought and died for freedom, paying the ultimate
price so all Americans can be free.  In addition, numerous
innocent lives have been taken due to acts of terrorism.
Undeniably, many Americans have paid for my freedom
with their very blood.

For most of us freedom comes with an emotional price
tag.  Americans have always been proud that our country
is known for the great freedom that we enjoy.  However, if
America is going to stand on the side of freedom, we must
accept that everyone has rights, even the right to burn an
American flag.  While burning an American flag leaves
most of us furious and nauseated, we must pay the
emotional price of accepting that the person burning the
flag has the freedom to do that.

To hold on to our freedom, Americans must accept the
social responsibility for that freedom.  One way to
accomplish this is to know our rights.  If we don’t study our
constitution and the rights it guarantees us, freedom is the
loser.  We also need to fulfill our civic duties including
paying taxes, voting, or supporting our government any
way we can.  If anyone fails to do his or her part, America
is weakened.  Our government has always been for the
people, by the people, and of the people, so the people
have to accept the responsibility that goes with that.

In conclusion, freedom is not free.  It has been paid for
in the blood of heroic Americans who have died in the
name of freedom.  It has been paid for in the tears of
families and friends who have lost loved ones to war and
terrorism.  It has been paid for in the sweat of Americans
working together to keep our country great.  No, freedom
is not free, but it is worth the price.

Son of ECO Employee
Captures Essay Contest

Klayton Coleman, the son of Kevin Coleman, a relief
captain on the FAST SOLUTION, recently captured honors for
an essay he wrote as part of a contest sponsored by the
Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW).  Klayton’s touching work
captured first place awards locally and at the district and state
levels, and then a second place honor nationally!  He was
awarded over $8,000 for his various honors.



Gary Orgeron, ECO Operations Manager for Brazilian
Operations, is completing final preparations for his move to Brazil
to oversee the operations of the C-EMPRESS, C-RANGER, and
BLUE SHARK.  Gigi Parra will continue to oversee domestic
operations for the department from here in Galliano.

CONGRATULATIONS!EMPLOYEE
UPGRADES

ECO
ECO
Russell Bouziga (Unlimited Master to AB)
DOLORES CHOUEST

Joseph Kolmetz (DDE 4000 to Chief
Engineer-Limited Oceans)

ROSS CHOUEST
John Kilbreth (AB Unlimited to 1600-Ton
Mate)

C-PACER
Corey Johnson (100-Ton to 500-Ton
Captain)

C-AGGRESSOR
Frank “Sam” Pyle (OS to AB)

C-ATLANTIS
Francis Mabry (OS to AB)

GECO PEGASUS
John Phillips (Oiler to Chief Engineer-
OSV and DDE 4000)

C-ENFORCER
Jace Callais (1600-Ton Mate to 1600-
Ton Master with 3000-Ton ITC)
Tony Ezequiel (AB to 1600-Ton Mate
with 3000-Ton ITC)

C-PERFORMER
Ellis Mead (1600-Ton Mate to 1600-Ton
Master with 3000-Ton ITC)

HEDDIE ROWE
Ross Jordan (Deckhand to AB/OSV)

FAST CAJUN
Williams Hawkes (100-Ton Master to
500-Ton Master with 3000-Ton ITC)

C-CHALLENGER
Eric Berg (AB Unlimited to Training Mate)

C-PORT
RIGGER TO FORKLIFT OPERATOR

Corey Benson
Paul Guidry
Nathan Wallace
Charles Bazaar

FORKLIFT OPERATOR TO MATERIAL 
INSPECTOR

Roy McCall
Mark Chiasson

RIGGER TO FUEL RIGGER
Milton Cheramie
Jeff Trosclair

MATERIAL INSPECTOR TO MATERIAL 
COORDINATOR

Juan Verrett
RIGGER TO ELECTRICAL HELPER

Marty Kieff

DELTA TOWING
WHEELMAN TO CAPTAIN

Scotty Bruce
DECKHAND TO AB

Royce LeBoeuf
Christopher Kitchen
Donald Billiot

MATE TO RELIEF CAPTAIN
Lorris Terrebonne
Shawn Ward

Brazilian Operations Manager

Wayne Ludwig
OILER TO MATE

Alvin Mason
Glynn Guy

RELIEF CAPTAIN TO CAPTAIN
Wesley Chauvin
David Boudreaux

DECKHAND TO MATE
Joseph Armstrong

NAF
SHIPFITTER TO SHIPFITTER LEADERMAN

Fletcher Dryden
SHIPTACKER TO SHIPFITTER

Damon Skipper
Octavio Bernal
Michael Billiot
James Boyd III
Horace Washington

BLASTER/PAINTER TO ROUSTABOUT 
LEADERMAN

Gabriel Lemus
SHIPTACKER TO STRUCTURE WELDER

Jason Taylor
ROUSTABOUT TO PIPETACKER

Teodora Aranda
Pastor Altamirano
Alejandro Cortez
Elicio Graciano
Javier Ramirez
Alejandro Vargas

NAS
SHIPFITTER TO PIPEFITTER

Steve Vedros
SHIPTACKER TO SHIPFITTER

Saucedo Nieves
Jose Lara

ROUSTABOUT TO PIPETACKER
Antonio Lopez

ELECTRICAL TACKER TO ELECTRICAL 
FITTER

Ernesto Martel
SHIPTACKER TO CARPENTER

James Porter
WELDER TO WELDER FOREMAN

Chad Chiasson

EMPLOYEES OF THE MONTH
C-PORT CLEAN TANK MARTIN TERMINAL

MAR Gail Guidry Jesus Toscano Adam Baudoin
APR Jacob Cantrelle Margarito Garcia      Emile Bonvillain
MAY Adam Griffin III Jose “Nick” Estban Joseph Neal

WEDDINGS
Denise Adams (Delta Crewboat Division), to Chad

Marcel, June 8, 2002.
Paul Castle (ECO San Diego), to Brenda, June 7, 2002.
Jamie Domangue (Delta Personnel Department), to Scott

Baudoin, May 10, 2002.
Jill Toups (ECO Cash Manager), to Garon LeBlanc, Jr.,

April 26, 2002.

Captain Joe Borkowski performed the wedding
ceremony for Cynthia Pilskaln and Matthew
Cadwallader, research scientists aboard the
NATHANIEL B. PALMER at Mawson Station,
Antarctica, March 17, 2002.

BIRTHS
Jessi, daughter of Christi (ECO) and David Cheramie, born

June 25, 2002.
Ana Elise, daughter of Glenn (ECO) and Stacey

McCullough, born June 9, 2002.
Colin Michael, son of Scott (NAS) and Dodie Bourg, born

June 7, 2002.
Ethan Channing, son of Chad (7 C’s Ranch) and Angie

Edwards, born May 14, 2002.
Landon Scott, son of Matthew (NAF) and Michelle White,

born April 19, 2002.
Tristan Nicholas, son of Robert (ECO) and Brandi

Morrison, born April 5, 2002.
Joshua Robert, son of Doug Berkheiser (ECO Nigeria),

born March 13, 2002.

DEGREES
Billy Lemaire (Family Medical Services), received a

Masters degree in Nursing on May 18, 2002 from Louisiana
State University Health Sciences Center.



North American
Shipbuilding
(NAS), founded in
Larose, Louisiana
in 1974, has built
more specialized

offshore vessels than any
other shipyard in the world.
NAS consistently ranks among
the finest shipyards in the
world, currently employing
over 500 in skilled positions.  

Setting the Standard of Excellence in Today’s Maritime IndustrySetting the Standard of Excellence in Today’s Maritime Industry
Edison Chouest Offshore (ECO), 
with a fleet of over 300 vessels, 
is the most technologically advanced
and fastest-growing offshore vessel
service company in the world.
Founded in Galliano, Louisiana in 
1960, ECO has more than doubled in size since
1993 and now has over 3,000 employees
worldwide, including all affiliates. 

C-Port, located at Port
Fourchon, Louisiana, is
a unique multi-services
port terminal facility
supplying offshore
vessels that operate in
the Gulf of Mexico.   

Since its founding in
1996, North
American Fabricators
(NAF) has developed
into a state-of-the-

art, world-class shipbuilding
facility.  Located in Houma,
Louisiana, NAF currently
employs several hundred
shipyard workers who build
modern, highly specialized
offshore supply vessels from
190 feet long and up.  
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EDITORS’ BOX

As most of you
know, “Chouest Fest
2002” is nearing.  
This annual event has
been set for Saturday,
October 12th at the
Larose Civic Center.  
For those of you who
do not know about
Chouest Fest, a short
description will follow,

but you will soon hear all the details from your fellow co-workers
who have participated in the past.  

Chouest Fest is the gathering of ALL Chouest company

employees and their families for a fun filled day of good food,
great entertainment, and lots of prizes to be given away, including
several cash drawings!  Each employee will receive a “FREE” 
T-shirt providing his or her registration form has been returned by
the given deadline, whether you attend or not. The planning
committee cannot stress how important registration is.

Everyone recently received their registration form by mail in his
or her check stub envelope. The deadline for returning forms is
September 7th.  If for some reason you did not receive one,
please contact Jenny Jarreau (ext. 700), or Jeana Pitrie (ext. 648)
at the ECO main office, 985-632-7144. As the years go, the
more we grow, and we wouldn’t want anyone left out.  Your
cooperation with registration will be greatly appreciated, and we
do look forward to seeing all of you on October 12th. 

CHOUEST FEST 2002CHOUEST FEST 2002


